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“Not only are the aesthetics of the Vantage interface

 but the stations are ,

 and  to the

stunning simple
intuitive adaptable

changing needs of a family.”

- Dr. Carl Black, System Owner -



simply  stunning
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Design is not only the way something looks. It is also how we interact with the device and how it 

works at every level. Ultimately, design defines the entire experience. There is a profound beauty 

in simplicity and e�ciency. True simplicity is about bringing order to complexity.

At Vantage, our designs are born from blending deep understanding of the real life experiences 

of system users, advances in technology, materials, finishes and the creativity from decades of 

experience.

ideas for the perfect lifestyle
design born from experience
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You’re creating your perfect place to work, live or play 

and you’ve thought through every detail to make sure 

it’s exactly what you want. The addition of a Vantage 

system can enable you to truly enjoy your personal 

paradise. 

The keypad collection from Vantage enhances not only 

the capabilities of your system, but also the atmosphere 

and ambiance of each room. At the touch of a button, 

you can alter the feeling in a single room, completely 

transform your living environment or swipe to your 

personalized favorites on Equinox 40.

simplify  your life
at the touch of a button



of style
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The sophisticated style of the Vantage keypad collection enables you to add 

elegance to any room.  Whether you desire an interface that blends with the 

environment or a keypad that enhances your décor, Vantage ofers a multitude of 

options to complement any design.  From contemporary finishes clear anodized 

and polished chrome, to traditional options oil-rubbed bronze and classic arctic 

white, the Vantage collection allows you to personalize your home to suit your 

sense of style.  

Available in three designs and four button styles, the Vantage collection ofers 

unlimited options for personalization and customization, ensuring your system 

will fit your life and mirror your unique personal style and taste.

elevate your sense
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The Equinox 40 LCD keypad is a beautiful and slight on-wall touchpad with a 

single layer graphical user interface. It provides quick and intuitive control of 

lighting scenarios, interior climate and audio systems.  

This keypad features a continuous glass LCD that automatically adjusts to 

ambient light, allowing you to read and change settings quickly and simply, 

even in the dark. And the options for designing a lighting scene or personalized 

control scenario are unlimited.

Equinox 40 is designed to be the simplest, most straightforward path to 

immediately accessing lighting control, comfort and local zone audio. Given its 

“always on” design, the keypad senses presence and wakes up with a simple 

gesture; it’s as reliable and intuitive as a light switch, but with more functionality. 

And, with two tactile buttons, it’s incredibly flexible and easy to update as the 

user’s needs and preferences change. Its Vantage station bus connection also 

means full compatibility with new and existing InFusion station bus-based 

systems.

bridge the gap
between form and  function

{



Three mini-widgets 

combine the functionality of 

thermostats, lighting and audio 

keypads...simplicity yet ultimate 

sophistication

User defined and integrator programmable 

scenes automate combinations of home 

systems functions...powerfully designed

Swipe to reveal three profile 

pages based on person, time, 

function or room...your custom 

interface simplified 

 Create a unique atmosphere 

with your music choices as you 

swipe left or right...all just a flick 

and tap away

Proximity sensor wakes the 

keypad upon approach; tactile 

home button takes you back to 

the home profile page...quick 

and easy access

Continuous glass LCD and 

intuitive graphical user 

interface...reliable as a light 

switch but so much more

Four mini-widget combinations 

provide the most appropriate 

room-based blend of climate, 

scenes, and audio control...

custom flexibility

The only system available 

that provides the perfect 

blend of prescribed UI and 

dealer custom programming... 

personalization through profiles

Programmable tactile switch can 

provide traditional “on” function 

or personalized scene control...

the always available keypad



discover the inner
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The Vantage keypad collection combines an elegant aesthetic with impressive 

functionality, enabling you to create dramatic and sophisticated lighting and 

automation scenes.

Each keypad features button backlighting which automatically adjusts to 

ambient light, allowing you to read and change settings quickly and simply, even 

in the dark. And the options for designing a lighting scene are limitless; from 

awakening you in the morning to welcoming you home at night, your Vantage 

system will function however you wish.

With nearly 30 years of experience in the industry, Vantage truly sets the bar 

for whole-home lighting and automation. Each keypad pairs beautiful form with 

innovative function, ensuring that your living spaces will look just the way you 

dream -- elegant, sophisticated, and always well-lit.

beauty



Laser-engraved buttons are 

available with backlighting in 

any color

Hidden infrared receiver 

allows you to easily select new

lighting or music scenes from

a remote control

Easily see which scene is 

selected based on backlit button 

color or intensity

Two-step painting process 

ensures consistent color 

definition and reflectivity

Backlighting automatically 

adjusts based on time of day
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Your designs are a true reflection of your sense of style. The Vantage system ofers 

the range of designs to reflect your style through complete personalization of your 

keypad selections. 

  

On the next few pages you’ll find several keypad design options, paired with some 

of the most popular interior design styles.  Use this guide to spark your creativity.  

Experience the full range of the Vantage ofering, from metallic finishes perfect 

for contemporary homes to elegant designs ideal for a classic color palette.  With 

Vantage, you can create a system that’s just as unique as you are.

design the home
of your dreams{
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By pairing classic lines with rustic finishes, 

the traditional style imbues your home 

with a sense of warmth and luxury.  

Choose from finish options like original 

bronze and ivory, as well as button styles 

such as RPTouch and FineTouch.

traditional

Original Bronze TrimLine II
Brown FineTouch Buttons

Black Anodized SoftLine
Black SquareTouch Buttons

Arctic White Align Faceplate
Arctic White RPTouch Buttons
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With clean lines and bold metallic 

finishes, the contemporary design 

elevates the sophistication of your 

home. Finish options include titanium 

and glossy black -- the perfect 

complement to your forward-looking 

style. Complete the look with sleek 

EasyTouch II buttons or continuous 

glass Equinox 40 for a taste of modern 

aestheticism.

contemporary

Titanium TrimLine II Faceplate
Titanium RPTouch Buttons

Equinox 40Black TrimLine II
Black EasyTouch II Buttons
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The appeal of the artisan design lies in the 

romantic details and touches of subtle 

elegance.  Pair RPTouch buttons with rich 

shades of bronze and almond to reflect 

your desire for the simplicity of times 

past.

artisan

Black Anodized SoftLine Faceplate
Black SquareTouch Buttons

Original Bronze TrimLine II
Original Bronze RPTouch Buttons

Vantage Ivory Align Faceplate
Vantage Ivory FineTouch Buttons
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choose your
keypad aesthetics1

With gently sloping edges 

that blend into the wall, 

SoftLine is the perfect choice 

for a classic design style.

The TrimLine II design ofers 

the most versatility, allowing 

you to select a trim finish 

that matches or accents your 

faceplate finish.

Equinox 40 complements 

the most dramatic design 

environments. Continuous 

glass LCD, two subtle 

tactile switches, minimal 

on-wall presence and clean, 

contemporary aesthetics. 

The Align design employs 

dramatic right-angles 

and striking lines for a 

contemporary, polished finish.

{
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{ select a button
style2

RPTouch combines functional 

enhancements like LED 

backlighting in any color and 

laser engraving in true-type 

fonts with an attractive, subtle 

design aesthetic. 

EasyTouch II is available 

in one to five button 

configurations. This style 

employs laser engraving and 

LED backlighting available in 

any color of your choice.

Perfect for traditional and 

contemporary homes, 

SquareTouch buttons are 

mechanically engraved with 

blue/red or green/red status 

indicators.

FineTouch buttons are the 

ideal complement to a classic 

faceplate option.  They ofer 

delicate, subtle styling, along 

with mechanical engraving on 

the faceplate and blue/red or 

green/red status indicators.

EasyTouch II� RPTouch�� SquareTouch�� FineTouch��

�1, 2, 3, 4, 5 Button Configurations

��2, 4, 6, 8 Button Configurations



complete the look
with a unique finish3{

{Standard Finishes  Custom Finishes (extended lead time)

Arctic White

Arctic White

Original
Bronze

Vantage 
Ivory

Titanium

Vantage 
Ivory

Vantage 
Almond

Brown Black Custom
Paint

Black Brown Custom
Paint

Arctic White Original
Bronze

Oil-Rubbed
Bronze

BrownVantage 
Ivory

Black Titanium Vantage
Almond

Chrome BrassBlack 
Anodized

Custom 
Paint

Arctic White Oil-Rubbed
Bronze

Vantage
Almond

Vantage
Almond

Black ClearChrome
Painted  l Anodized Polished l Satin Anodized

Vantage
Ivory

Brass Custom
Polished  l Satin Paint

Arctic White

Arctic White

Vantage
Ivory

Vantage
Ivory

Original
Bronze

Brown

Black

Black

Titanium

Silver Gold Custom
Paint

Metal Faceplates
TrimLine II

SoftLine

Align

Plastic Faceplates
TrimLine II

Plastic Faceplates
SoftLine

Trims
TrimLine II

Buttons
EasyTouch II

RPTouch

Buttons
SquareTouch

FineTouch

Looking for a 

specific color? 

Contact your 

Vantage Pro about 

other custom 

options



looking for something
out of the ordinary?
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The Axolute Collection from Vantage ofers a full line of completely customizable 

keypads in a European form factor. The range is available in 14 finish options and 

three button colors. To learn more, please visit www.vantagecontrols.com.

White Lacquered Brushed Bronze Brushed Aluminum



complete your design
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Our line of outlets, GFCI’s and connectivity products combine the legendary 

innovation of brand partner Legrand/Pass & Seymour with gorgeous Vantage

TrimLine II faceplates, the ultimate blend of established technology and tasteful

design.

These receptacles and GFCI’s -- each containing over 100 years of proven

innovation -- make it easier than ever to match keypad styles and provide

homeowners with a flawless whole-home electrical décor above and below the

chair rail.

Vantage wiring and connectivity devices are exclusively ofered with TrimLine II

faceplates and available in Arctic White, Vantage Ivory or Black.

for all devices
}



{



www.netinvest.rs
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